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The vacuum structure of the Schwinger model
and its external field problem1)

by A. K. Raina2) and G. Wanders

Institut de Physique Théorique, Université de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland3)

(25. VI. 1981)

Abstract. An exact treatment of the effects of external charges localized in a finite region of two
dimensional space-time is used to get a better understanding of massless QED2. Among these effects
we find: creation and absorption of massive bosons, complete shielding of static external charges and
cancellation of constant external electic fields. Furthermore, if the external charges divide space-time
into domains, one has a distinct 0-vacuum in each of them. The difference between the values of 0 in
two neighbouring domains is related to the strength of the external charge localized in their common
boundary.

1. Introduction

In this note we continue the study of massless quantum electrodynamics in
two space-time dimensions (QED2) in the covariant Landau gauge that was begun
in [1]. The analysis carried out in [1] emphasized the role of the gauge symmetry
in determining the remarkable vacuum structure of the model. The well known
disappearance of the fermions from the observable spectrum was seen to be a

consequence of the vacuum structure and consequently of the gauge symmetry.
We saw that this vacuum structure is described by a family of sectors labelled by
an angle 6. The gauge symmetry of the model implies that these sectors are
superselection sectors.

In the present work we study the dynamical origin of this special vacuum or
superselection structure, our method being to introduce an external classical
current /^ and to study the various responses it induces. This has been the subject
of the well known work of Casher et al. [2], but, since they were mainly interested
in studying the quark-parton model of electroproduction, there is not much
overlap. Our main tool is a straightforward generalisation of the Lowenstein-
Swieca solution of the 'free' Schwinger model [3] (we shall frequently use the
work 'free' to mean J^ 0) to this case. An important feature of this extension is
that it does not affect the 0-structure of the model. This will become clear in
Section 2 where our solution is described in detail.

In Section 3 we consider the transitions between asymptotic states induced by
an external current of zero total charge and with finite space-time support. We
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find that such a current produces and absorbs 2-particles, the massive, pseudoscalar
'photons' of the theory. It is amusing to note that while this resembles classical

radiation, in fact radiation is not classically possible in one space dimension.
In Sections 4 and 5 we study the response to the external current J^ in the

space-time region where J^ is nonvanishing. We take Jp to be the current due to
two charges +ae and —ae which are separated initially and then brought together
again after a finite time. In Section 4 we show that the external charges are
completely shielded by the polarization-induced charges even if a is not an
integer. This implies that the constant external electric field between the external
charges is always exactly cancelled [4, 5, 6]. It follows that the only electric field
one can observe macroscopically is the field carried by the 2-particles. Since a
constant external field does not produce such particles, it has no observable effects
which can be detected by an electric field measurement.

This does not mean that a constant external field has no observable effects at
all. If we consider the properties of our system in suitable domains A, localized
either outside or inside the space-time loop T defined by the external charges, we
find a correspondence between its pure states ^ and observables € and the states
and observables ^P"free, Oties of the 'free' Schwinger model. For each ^ there exists
a ^free such that:

(V,eAV) (Vtree,OfreeVLe)

where the operators 6A and <5èee represent the same observable localized in A,
resp. with nonvanishing and vanishing external current. At fixed ^, the A-
dependence of ^ee is such that if ^free belongs to the sector 6 when A is outside
the loop r, ^èee will be in the sector (O + txir) when A is inside I\ Consequently
the 6 -sensitive chirality carrying observables have different values outside and
inside the loop and reveal the presence of the constant external electric field of
strength -ae inside the loop. There is a transmutation of this field into a chiral
angle arr which establishes a connexion between the fractional part of the
external charges and the angle labelling the superselection sectors. Pairs of
external charges induce a domain structure of space time defined by the coexis-
tance of distinct sectors.

2. The solution of the equations of motion

In the covariant Landau gauge (3(J,Atl=0), the model is defined by the
following coupled Dirac and Maxwell equations4):

ie
y» â^(x) - lim [yVUx + e)dj(x) + y^(x)Ap,(x - e)], (2.1)

Z, e—*0

LlAJx) -e(iP,(x) + Jp(x)). (2.2)

In (2.2), /pXx) is the quantized current determined by means of a gauge
invariant point splitting of iffy^ip [3] and /^(x) is a given c-number external
current.

4) Our notations are conventional:

/o i\ / o n
\1 0' y '-I o' y y y 'y
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The solution of the above equations differs only minimally from the covariant
Lowenstein-Swieca solution [3] of the Schwinger model (/„, 0) and can be
expressed in terms of the latter, which we denote by (t/>LS, A^s):

ta>(x) exp(iy>(x))ta>LS(x),
Ap(x) -(l/e)ep.vd-tf>(x) + Al:s(x),

{ ' '

tp(x) is a c-number solution of an inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation:

(D + m2)<Mx) e£ext(x), (2.4)

where m2 (e2frr) and Eext is the electric field generated by the external current
according to the Maxwell equations:

e^v dvEext(x) eJ^x). (2.5)

A general expression of Eext is:

Eext(x) -ef dy^Ux^y^ + Eo. (2.6)
J—cr,

Coleman [5] has pointed out that the constant E0 appearing in (2.6) needs
not be zero in one space dimension and can be associated with 'charges at
infinity'. We will nevertheless put E0 0 for the present and later show in Section
4 that a nonvanishing E0 does not change the physical content of our results.

We recall that [3]:

^LS(x) : exp [i y^ry5(t(x) + fj(x))] : i/r0(x)

A]:s(x) -(-ftrle)ep.v d"(t(x) + fj(x))

where >f/0(x) and %(x) are, respectively, a canonical massless Dirac field and a
canonical massive boson field; r\(x) is a massless scalar field with an indefinite
metric:

y"d>o(x) 0, (D + m2)S(x) 0, Dfj(x) 0. (2.8)

While (2.1) is satisfied identically by the solution (2.3), the Maxwell equation
(2.2) only holds on the subspace of states satisfying the subsidiary condition:

/üto^OotaJ^-a/V^ avf?(x))-¥, (2.9)

where jYM denotes the negative frequency part of the longitudinal current /I(i and
/o.p. is the current associated with if/Q. An important feature of condition (2.9) is
that it does not depend on the external current J^. Accordingly the analysis of [1]
can be taken over to this case.

In the subspace of states fulfilling the condition (2.9), the quantized current
reduces to

Ux) -(lf^)epv dv(t(x) + (ll>f\r)4>(x)) (2.10)

With Eo 0, the total electric field is:

E(x) - (d0At - dxA0)(x) Eext(x) - (ef^)(t(x) + (llJn)d- (x)) (2.11)

In the following we will always assume that the external current vanishes
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outside a bounded space-time region [0, T]x[-L, L], i.e.:

Jp,(x) 0 if either x°<0, x°>T or [x^L. (2.12)

Then by conservation of the total external charge, this latter is at all times
zero:

I dx1Jo(x°,x1) 0 (2.13)

As a result of (2.6) we see that Eext also vanishes outside the domain
[0, T]x[-L,+L].

In order to define ^>(x) uniquely we choose the retarded solution of (2.4):

x) </>ret(x) - e |(dy)2Dret(x - y) Eext(y). (2.14)<M

Here Dret(x) is the retarded Green's function of the Klein-Gordon operator.
Thus cpret(x) 0 for x°<0 and (dj, Ap) reduces to (i^LS', Aj;s) for negative times.
With this choice the solution (2.3) of the field equations (2.1), (2.2) reduces to the
Lowenstein-Swieca fields for negative times, the latter thereby playing the role of
incoming fields. We indicate this explicitly by replacing the lable 'L.S.' by 'in' in
equations (2.3) (also % by %n (2.7)) which become:

dj(x) exp (iy5tf>iet(x))djin(x),

Ap_(x) -(l/e)elxvdvtf>ret(x) + A™(x).

The significance of tf>Te,(x) is seen by computing the expectation value of the
total electric field E(x) in the incoming vacuum, the state in which there are no
incoming X-particles; (2.11) gives:

<E(x))in Eext(x) - (efrr)4>iet(x). (2.16)

This shows that tf>ret(x) measures the polarization produced by the external
current. Our later discussion makes this observation more precise.

3. Transitions between incoming and outgoing configurations

In this short Section we consider the transition from an ingoing configuration,
observed at negative times, to an outgoing configuration detected after the
external current has been switched off (x°> T). We show that the external current
absorbs incoming 2-particles and emits outgoing ones. These processes are
described by a rotation in the Fock space of the 2-particles.

For x° > T, chTet(x) satisfies the free Klein-Gordon equation. Let cf>out(x) be
the solution of this homogeneous equation which coincides with -pret(x) for
x°>T:

(?+m2)4>out(x) 0 Vx, 4>ret(x) 4>out(x) for x°>T. (3.1)

Since <£out satisfies the same equation as the 2-field, we can define an
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outgoing field:

îout(x. £Jx) + (l/V^out(x) (3.2)

and write

(d,(x),Ap.(x)) (dj°»t(x),A°?t(x)) for {*o>T> (3-3)

where:

iff'""' (x) : exp [isfrry5(%n (x) + t}(x))] : ifo(x),

Ar(x) -(Ä)^a"(lin (x) + fj(x)).
(33)

out

The incoming and outgoing £-fields differ by a square integrable function and
consequently are related by a unitary transformation U:

tout(x)=U%n(x)U. (3.5)

The operator U is nothing but the S-matrix of the transitions induced by the
external current. It is easily seen that it has the form:

U exp a./Vir) I dxltpova(x) dQtoat(x) (3.6)

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) show that the incoming vacuum flin, the state with
no incoming 2-particles, is a coherent superposition of outgoing 2-particles, since

ain=uci?ut.
The interaction lagrangian describing the coupling of an external current /^

with a quantized electromagnetic vector potential A^ being equal to —eJ*A^, one
expects the in-out transitions produced by the external current to be described by
[7]:

U exp |-ie f (dx)2Jr,1(x)AM.(x) 1. (3.7)

It is quite easy to verify that (3.6) and (3.7) are indeed equivalent, up to a

c-number phase factor. One has to use the relations (2.5) and (2.7) between the
2-field and AR as well as the connection of cf>out with J^.

It is amusing to note that we have here an example of radiation in one space
dimension, though with massive 'photons', by an external current. This is a purely
quantum phenomenon with no classical counterpart. Classically, the electric field
produced by the external current would be trapped inside the bounded region
[0, T] x [—L, +L]. In fact, we have a nonvanishing electric field in the causal
shadow of the external current as well as a nonvanishing current. For x°>T; it
follows from (2.15) and (2.9) that:

<E(x))in -(efrr)tf>out(x),

</,i(x)> -(lM«W3v*om(*).
Looking at the results of this Section from the point of view of the state space

of the Schwinger model [1], we observe that the effects we have considered
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exhibit no 0-dependence. We have merely a rotation in the 2-Fock space. We
consequently turn our attention to the region inside the support of the external
current.

4. Charge screening and electric field cancellation

' We saw in Section 3 that the transitions from free ingoing configurations to
free outgoing ones is described by the unitary transformation (3.6), 'free' meaning
Jp 0. In this Section and the next one we study the physical properties of a state
in the space-time region where the current J^ and the electric field Eext are not
zero. The external current we consider is obtained, as shown in Fig. 1, by taking
two equal but opposite charges at the origin x (0, 0), separating them by a

macroscopic distance for a macroscopic time and bringing them together again at
x (T, 0) (macroscopic large compared to (Ilm)). We thus have a large space-
time loop T defined by the external charges.

In this Section the charges are kept fixed at x1 ±L during the large time
interval [Tl5 TJ. This enables us to study the charge shielding mechanism in terms
of the static response to the external charges. Over the interval [Tx, T2] the

oc

Jlx1

E Ji

•*
(-L+1)

Cc

<L-l)

Figure 1

Two extended external charges of strength a and -a (in units of e) and width / are separated at
x (0, 0), kept at rest at TL during the time interval (T,, T2) and brought together again at x (0, T).
This set-up leads to a simple static response to the external charges.
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current Jp describes a static charge distribution:

Ux) 8p.,oP(x1), p(x1) p+(x1) + p-(x1), (4.1)

where p±(x1) are the smooth densities of the positive and negative charges
localized at x1 —L and x1 +L. Specifically, p+(x1) and p~(x1) are nonvanishing
only inside the intervals [-L, -L + l] and [L-l,L] respectively (L».»(l/m)).
The total charge of each distribution is J dx1p±(x1) ±a in units of e.

The general solution written down in (2.15) is, of course, valid for x°e [0, T].
However, 4>iet(x) does not satisfy the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation as in
Section 3 but the inhomogeneous equation (2.4). We show in the Appendix that
tf>iet(x) can be decomposed uniquely into a static part <^stat(x1) and a solution cpj(x)
of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation:

<Mx) <fci*(x) + <Mx) for x°g[T,,TJ, (4.2)

where

^stat(x1) (VW2)|+ dy1exp(-m\x1-y1\)Eext(y1) (4.3)

f+°° dk
<h(x) ~(e2ll) —2 [J\tok, k) exp [-i(tokx°- kx^ + c.c] (4.4)

L» takk

2_i_„.„2\l/2\Here J\k°, fc1) is the Fourier transform of 6(T1-x0)J1(x)(tok (k2+m2)1'2).
We have written Eext(y) as a function of y1 only in (4.3) since it is static for
y°e[Tx,T2l

We use the decomposition (4.2) to define a new 2-field in the interval
[Tu TJ:

2I(x) 2in(x) + (l/V^)c/»I(x). (4.5)

This field is unitarily related to the in-field as in Section 3. Thus the
non-static part of cf>iet is associated with absorption and production of 2-particles.
We are mainly interested in the static part in order to isolate the charge shielding
produced by the polarization of the vacuum.

Using (2.10), (4.1) and (4.5) we see that the total current is given by:

CM W+taUx) Up(ï')+(W ôKÉwtx1)]

-(ll^r)e^dvtj(x) (4.6)

Our interest lies in the c-number static part of (4.6) Inserting (4.1), (4.3) and
recalling (2.6), this term becomes:

/r(x1) ^,0[p+(x1) + Pirol(x1) + p-(x1) + p-ol(x1)], • (4.7)

where

Ppoi(x1) -èm I dy1exp[-m |x1-y1|]p±(y1) (4.8)

are the static polarization charges induced by the external charges. It follows
immediately from (4.8) that these polarization charges shield the external charges
exactly. The charge density Ppo^x1) has an exponentially decreasing tail outside
the interval I_ [—L, —L + /] and so the polarization charge induced in any larger
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interval [-L-a,-L + l + a] cancels the external charge in 7_ up to a term of
order exp (-ma), i.e.:

f Qdx,ppoi(x1) -« + 0(e-ma). (4.9)

The shielding of the external charges implies that the total electric field (2.11)
reduces to the sum of a residual static field and the field due to the 2-particles;

E(x) Estat(x1) + (e/v/^)2r(x), (4.10)

where:

EuM1) \e[ dy1e(x1-y1)exp[-m|x1-y1|]p(y1). (4.11)

This field is negligibly small at macroscopic distances from the external
charges.

Equations (4.9) and (4.11) display the charge shielding phenomenon of
massless QED2. They show that this shielding is complete for all values of the
external charge strength a, as is well known [4, 5, 6]. We remark that the picture
of charge shielding as arising from the creation of a definite number of electron-
positron pairs would lead one to suppose that only the integer part of a was
shielded and that a finite residual constant electric field survived.

We can now replace in (2.6) the constant background field E0 that we had
dropped earlier. Examining (2.14) we see that we should add a term (rrle)EQ to
the expression for tpiet(x) we used until now. We see, however, that the total
electric field as given in (2.11) remains unchanged, since it involves the difference
Eea(x) — (elrr)tf)ret(x). Consequently, equation (4.10) above is unchanged and thus
polarization effects cancel a constant external background field as well as the field
produced by the external charges ±a. We conclude that a nonvanishing E0 cannot
be detected by an electric field measurement.

5. External charges and vacuum structure

We saw in Section 3 that a time-varying external field of compact support
resulted in the absorption and production of 2-particles. In comparison, a
constant external electric field E0 introduces merely a constant phase-factor,
exp (iy5(rr/e)E0) in the fermion field of the 'free' (i.e. J^ 0) Schwinger model.
Let us consider now a point inside the space-time loop of Section 4. In a

neighbourhood A of this point lying wholly inside the loop T, we observe that we
have both situations arising. In A we have a constant background external field Er
and, consequently, we should expect to be essentially considering the 'free'
Schwinger model. We should, however, also see the 2-particles produced and
miss the particles absorbed on that part of the boundary of the space-time loop T
which lies in the backward causal shadow of A. While the external electric field
has the same value Er at all points inside the loop, the 2-particles detected in A
will depend on the location and shape of this domain. We will show that tf>Tet has a

decomposition in A of the form tj>Tet(x) (rr/e)Er + tpA(x) where cf>A(x) satisfies the
massive Klein-Gordon equation. We no longer require the special form of the
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Ax"

r

-CiAoc

Figure 2
The external charges a and —a define a loop T in space and time. A state exhibits, inside and outside
T, the properties of distinct states of the 'free' Schwinger model, belonging to distinct 0-sectors. This is
obtained from an analysis of measurements performed in domains like A.

space-time loop of Section 4, which was selected to allow the extraction of a static
response. In the calculations below we maintain the convention that the constant
term E0 in (2.6) is zero; consequently Er -ae.

Figure 2 shows the space-time loop T and the domain A. We choose A to be a

diamond-shaped region, the intersection of a forward and a backward cone, the
diamond lying wholly inside the loop. We can rewrite (2.14) as:

4>ret(x) (TT/e)^Eext(x)- | (dy)2Dret(x - y)(DEext)(y)]. (5.1)

The support of DEext epv d*Jv is the rim of the loop, shadowed in Fig. 2. If
we restrict x to lie in A, the effective support of DEext in (5.1) is the intersection
of its support with the backward causal shadow of A. Therefore, we don't change
<£ret(x) if we replace DEext by a different function outside this region. Define n(x)
such that:

(i) t](x) -(ir/e) DEext(x) if x is in the backward causal shadow of A
(ii) t)(x) 0 if x is in the forward causal shadow

and t)(x) is smooth everywhere. This is possible since the regions (i) and (ii) are
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disjoint. Define for x in A:

Mx) (rrle) j (dy)2D(x - y)n(y) (5.2)

where D(x) Dret(x)-Dadv(x). From Fig. 2 it is clear that cf>A(x) reduces to the
second term in (5.1) for x in A. Moreover, for x in A we have Eext(x) — ea so
that we can write (5.1) as:

4>rex(x) -arT + Mx), xeA (5.3)

We note that cf>A(x) satisfies the same equation as 2in(x), i.e. the free massive
Klein-Gordon equation. This comes about since D is the difference of two
Green's functions.

The representation (5.3) tells us that inside the domain A the solution (2.15)
has the following form:

dj(x) exp(-iy5arr)iPA(x), A„(x) A£(x), (5.4)

where (i/.A, AA) is the Lowenstein-Swieca type solution obtained from (if/in, A1")
through the substitution:

2in^2A 2in + (l/V^)4>A. (5.5)

The transformation (5.5) corresponds to a unitary transformation of the Fock
space of the 2-particles and is effected by a unitary operator UA given by an
expression analogous to (3.6).

The constant term in (5.3), however, produces in (5.4) a global chiral
transformation of the Lowenstein-Swieca operator ifjA. We will therefore briefly
recall the status of the chiral transformations of the Schwinger model as discussed
in [1]. We saw that the algebra of observables of the Schwinger model consists of
functions of a chirality carrying unitary operator S tensored with the observables
associated with 2(x). Consequently, irreducible representations of this algebra are
labelled by an angle 6, the chiral angle 05 in the notation of [1] which takes the
values O2=05< it. Each representation appears in a sector ffl(6) which is a copy of
the 2-field Fock space with unique vacuum il(6).

The fact that the sectors $?(0) are the sectors of a superselection rule follows
easily from the analysis of [1]. Consider a superposition M* c{&x +
c2^2 (Vx£W(0x), y2e2t,(e2), dx + 02(mod rr)). According to [1] we can find an
operator U implementing a strong local gauge transformation such that:

UV CxeieWx + c2em*V2. (5.6)

This shows that \P is not left invariant by all gauge transformations:
consequently this vector cannot represent a physical pure state. This argument is, of
course, analogous to the well-known argument for the univalence superselection
rule [8].

Coming back to the external field problem, we remember that the state space
is not affected by the presence of external charges. With the choice cf> tfiiet the
building blocks of the solution (2.15) are incoming fields defined on incoming
sectors %6in(6) with incoming vacua uin(0).

In order to identify the observable implications of the chiral transformation
appearing in (5.4) we consider the chirality changing string operators S±(x, y).
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Formally:

SJx, y)=^(x)(l±y5)exp [ie ^dz»Ap(z)]dj(y). (5.7)

A precise definition is obtained by expressing the quantities appearing in
(5.7) in terms of the operator solution (2.15):

S±(x,y) F±(x,y)SLn(x,y) (5.8)

Here S±(x, y) is the string operator of the incoming fields and F±(x, y) is a
c-number quantity describing the influence of the external current:

F±(x, y) exp |i(±[*„,(*) +«My)]- f dz»e^ dvtf>iet(z)j\ (5.9)

It follows from [1], equation (5.12) that on 3tfin(6) the operators S±(x, y) have
the form:

ST(x,y) e±2mT£(x,y) (5.10)

where T" depends only on 2in and is given explicitly as:

Ti"(x, y) :exp |i(±[2Jx) + 2Jy)]-pz-e^ö^z))}: (5.11)

The phase factors exp (±2i0) in (5.10) are eigenvalues of the operators S and
St mentioned above. The operators S±, and consequently also the observables S±
leave the 0-sectors invariant and can be used to label them. Let us, therefore,
consider S±(x, y) when x, y and the path joining them are entirely in the domain
A of Fig. 2. Then from (5.8)-(5.10) and (5.3):

S±(x, y) exp [±2i(0 + air)]Ti(x, y), (5.12)

where T± is obtained from T" by making the substitution (5.5). Since the
transformation (5.5) is effected by the unitary transformation UA, the operator Tt
is related to T± by this same transformation. Then, if ^ is a state of $?in(0):

OP, S±(x, y» e2i(e+™\V, UlT:(x, y) UAV)Ï (5.13)

The right-hand side of (5.13) is the mean value of UÌS± UA in the state of the
sector ffl(0 + arr) corresponding to ^, i.e. the state of W(0-\-arr) with the same
2-particle component as 'VP. We can write down an equation similar to (5.13) for
any gauge invariant observable 0 localized in A. In an obvious notation:

(^, OVt (V, UfAein LWen+ai7. (5.14)

The incoming form Cin of û is obtained by replacing (</., AJ by (if/in, A™).
Equation (5.14) tells us that, up to effects due to the creation and annihilation of
2-particles accounted for by UA, the result of a measurement performed in A in a
state of $fin(0) is the same as the result of the same measurement performed in
the absence of external charges in the corresponding state of ^in(6 + arr). By
making the motion of the external charges sufficiently slow, we can reduce the
absorption and production of 2-particles arbitrarily so that UA can be approximated

by the identity. In this adiabatic limit:

(% Ü^yen - (V, Üin^)'9n+_, (5.15)
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and so states belonging to ^in(0) behave in A practically as the corresponding
states of ^in(6 + arr) without external charges.

We have seen that a measurement of the electric field in A does not reveal
the presence of external charges outside A. The appropriate local quantities to
measure are the gauge-invariant densities:

X(x) "ü(x)dj(x)"= 1 j
.• «7/.5./V/ Him è(S+(x + e, x)±S_(x+ £,*))• (5.16)

Xs(x) "dj(x)y5dj(x)" L-o
In the approximation (5.15) we have:

fest, cos (20) outside T, ,....-,,(a,x(x)ii)'ê^\ t )' ta,

' (5.17)
(est. cos (2(0 + arr)) inside 1.

with similar expressions for Xs(x) with cos replaced by sin.
We have a transmutation of the external electric field - ea inside the loop T

into a shift arr of the chiral angle. This shift depends only on the magnitude of the
external charges and not on the geometry of the loop V. This is consistent with
interpretations of 0 as a measure of the charges localized at infinity. Indeed the
constant term E0 that we suppressed from (2.6) would correspond to the presence
of such charges. The presence of a nonvanishing E0 does not affect the above
analysis; it merely means that we have to replace 0 in the above equations by
0 8 — (irle)E0. In other words, it is the angle 0 which is physically relevant, its
decomposition into 0 and E0 is arbitrary since E0 cannot be measured separately.

Our final conclusion is that the superselection sectors of massless QED2 are
distinguished physically by the values of chirality carrying string operators and
their local limits x and Xs, whether external charges are present or not. The
changes of the total charge at the left are related to the shifts of the angle defining
the values of x and Xs-

Appendix: the decomposition (4.2)

In a first step we rewrite tpiet as in (5.1). In the present case the time
derivative f(x) of DEext(x) has a support which breaks into two pieces localized in
(0 < x° < Tx) and (T2 < x° < T). Inserting

DEext(x)=J dtfiux1) (A.l)

into (5.1) one gets:

4>ret(x) J(l/e)Eext(x) - \ f (dy)2/(y) f —2
I Z JyO<T] .Loo tOk

x[l-cos (tok(x°-y°))]e-lHxl-yl)] (A.l)
if x°e[T1, TJ. The first term in the square bracket of the integral over k and
(l/e)Eext give the static part 4>stat of Mt- Using:

[T,dy°/(y°,y1) (o/ôy1)p(y1) (A.3)
J—oo

and (2.6), integrations by parts lead to (4.3).
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The second term in the square bracket of the fc-integral in (A. 2) produces <£r.

It is obviously a solution of the free Klein-Gordon equation. The form (4.4) is
obtained if one notices that

f(x) ed0ePLVd»r=llJ1. (A.4)

The last equality is a consequence of the external charge conservation
OVT=0.
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